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Dear Friend
Welcome to our first edition of Discover more;  
the following pages aim to capture the rich diversity  
of West Dean and help you make the most of your membership.

I’m sure you share my view that West Dean is a special place. It was home 
to Edward James, a great patron of the arts who had such a conviction that 
traditional art, craft and conservation practices should not be lost that he 
conveyed this beautiful estate and his art collections so that a college could 
be founded to teach them. 

I’m proud that today our degree and diploma programmes in historic object 
conservation and creative arts produce graduates who go on to work in some  
of the world’s most prestigious art and heritage institutions. 

Our varied and ever-popular short course programmes inspire new makers 
and seasoned artists. Open to all abilities, they offer you the chance to make, 
create and discover your talents.

The Garden team’s ambitious re-development programme has sensitively 
brought our nineteenth-century gardens into the twenty-first century.  
I hope their efforts and talents enhance your enjoyment each time you visit.

As a Friend of West Dean College and Gardens you play a vital role in the 
continuation of our work. You are helping to maintain this beautiful place  
and give more people the opportunity to study in this inspirational setting.  

I extend a warm thank you and look forward to your continued friendship.

Kind regards

Alex Barron, Chief Executive

DISCOVERmore

Contact us
The Friends Office is open 
Monday-Friday 9am – 5pm. 

Please contact us in any of  
the following ways, write to:  
The Friends Office, 
West Dean College,  
West Dean, Chichester,  
West Sussex PO18 0QZ

friends@westdean.org.uk 
01243 818256 
www.westdean.org.uk/friends
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The Lobster Telephone, one of  the best known icons of  the 20th Century and  
a classic example of  surrealism, was created in collaboration between Salvador  
Dalí and Edward James in circa 1938. Usually on display at West Dean College,  
it is currently on loan to the Hirshhorn Museum in Washington, USA and forms part  
of  a new exhibition   Marvellous Objects: Surrealist Sculpture from Paris to New  
York – which runs until February 2016. hirshhorn.si.edu

This is the first major museum exhibition dedicated to three-dimensional works  
of  the surrealist movement and brings together more than 120 works created by  
more than 20 artists across Europe and the US between 1920 and 1950.

THE LOBSTER TELEPHONE TRAVELS  
TO WASHINGTON DC

West Dean

WEST DEAN COLLEGE STUDENT WINS AWARD

Congratulations to talented student,  
Kate Boucher, who has been awarded  
a prestigious Queen Elizabeth Scholarship 
Trust (QEST) award to continue her 
studies on our full time Master of  Fine 
Arts programme. 

Kate previously studied at Chelsea 
College of  Art and chose to come to  
West Dean College because it offered  

her the freedom to work across a variety 
of  disciplines, incorporating traditional  
and experimental techniques from tapestry 
to blacksmithing, rare in Higher Education.  

Kate believes this has helped her to 
expand her studio practice, develop her 
portfolio and professional profile, and 
enhance her theoretical and contextual 
knowledge. Well done Kate.

Book a 
Summer 
School course 
in 2016 
Courses run  
23 July – 12 August

Whether you want a creative 
holiday, time to really immerse 
yourself in your craft or the 
chance to learn a new skill,  
our week-long Summer School 
courses could be just what 
you’re looking for. 

Summer School courses have 
a relaxed atmosphere, making 
it easier for tutors and students 
to exchange ideas, insights and 
experiences. Other special 
features include inspirational 

talks, a ‘swap  
over’ session  
with another 
course, visits 
to local art 
venues and 
an end of 
week party. 
Book 
online at 
westdean.
org.uk 

news
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West Dean

Mystic Hunt of  the Unicorn 
Tapestry returns to Stirling Castle
The Mystic Hunt of  the Unicorn, created  
by weavers at West Dean Tapestry Studio,  
was unveiled in June 2015 at Stirling Castle. 

The textile art tapestry is the last in a  
series of  seven works commissioned by 
Historic Scotland as part of  a project to 
re-represent the childhood home of  Mary 
Queen of  Scots. Hand-woven over 14 years, 
these works recreate The Unicorn Tapestries 
(1495–1505) now held in the Metropolitan 
Museum of  Art in New York. 

The venture is the biggest weaving project 
undertaken in the UK for 100 years and to 

complete this mammoth project, the  
West Dean weavers worked in two 

teams: one based at the 
college in Chichester, 
the other in a purpose-
built studio at Stirling 

Castle. As a first step, the artworks were 
deconstructed, and the most important colours 
identified and matched using the recipe books 
in our own dye laboratory as a reference.

The seven tapestries tell the story of   
a unicorn killed by huntsmen and dogs and  
can be read as both an allegory of  love and  
as a Christian parable. In late Medieval time  
the unicorn was adopted as the supporter  
of  the Scottish Royal coat of  arms so would 
have had particular significance in the castle. 

Pictorial tapestries such as this were the 
most expensive and highly prized of  the 
decorative arts in the Middle Ages; the ultimate 
status symbol denoting wealth and importance.  
The pain-staking project, completed at a rate 
of  10cm per week took well over a decade  
to complete and it is wonderful to see them  
finally reinstated at the castle.

Student conservators at West Dean College conserved a pair of Meissen 
porcelain allegorical figures representing day and night (circa 1860–1880). 
The pair were auctioned at Bonhams in December 2015 with all  
proceeds going to support the College’s Ceramics Conservation 
programme. Students regularly work on unique objects from  
acclaimed collections as part of their professional training. 

HISTORIC MEISSEN FIGURINES CONSERVED  
BY WEST DEAN COLLEGE STUDENTS SELL  
FOR OVER £5,000 AT AUCTION

LOVE MUSIC?
Then why not come on a short 
course to learn more about your 
instrument or find your singing voice 
with other musicians. 

You’ll learn new techniques, 
develop your expertise and enjoy 
giving and listening to performances.

If music appreciation is more 
to your taste, join us at one of our 
events. Highlights include: 

• An evening recital of Mozart’s music 
with Roy Stratford (Piano) and 
Oliver Nelson (Violin) on  
23 January

• Music appreciation with the 
Chilingirian Quartet – Bartok 
and Beethoven on 23 April or 
Beethoven and Mozart on 22 May

More details at  
westdean.org.uk



the Artichoke House 
EDWARD JAMES’ UNREALISED VISION 
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the Artichoke House 

Photo left: Charman’s 

interpretation of  the 

Artichoke House set  

in the grounds of   

West Dean College.

George Charman was artist in residence at West Dean 
College in 2014. During this time he produced his own 
interpretation of  one of  Edward James’ unrealised visions 
– the Artichoke House.   

My project started its life  
as an idea for a mould of  
an object that never existed.

In 1944 Edward James left England for the 
Sierra Madre Mountains in Mexico. Purchasing 
100 acres of  virgin rain forest just outside the 
small town of  Xilitla, James spent the next 
twenty years cultivating an orchid forest born 
from his substantial collection of  imported 
specimens.  After a freak frost decimated his 
cultivated Eden, James moved in a different 
direction, choosing instead to work with a 
more robust, cheap and readily available 
material: concrete. 

With this new material, James would 
continue his exploration of  vegetal inspired 
architectural forms that began with the design 
of  ‘Artichoke House’, constructing more than 
200 monumental Surrealist structures cast  
in reinforced concrete.

Re-imagining this surreal proposition  
was about exploring the fluid back-and-forth 
relationship between image and object that 
was as integral to the way James approached 
the creative process as it is for my own way  
of  working.  

As for Edward James, drawing for me  
too marks the beginning of  possibilities.  
Las Pozas’s many structures were constructed 
from sketches and scribbles feverishly rendered  
by James on scraps of  paper, on wood and 
on the walls, columns and stairways of  half  
formed ruins rising from the jungle’s leaf  litter. 
The fact that James’s design for ‘Artichoke 

first encountered the sketch for 
‘Artichoke House’ in early 2014  
as artist in residence at Edward 

James’s ancestral home, now, West Dean 
College. Wandering along the purple landing 
above the Oak Hall I discovered the sketch, 
sandwiched between Salvador Dalí’s Mae  
West Lips Sofa (1938) (commissioned by 
James for Monkton House) and Leonora 
Carrington’s Sketches of  the Sphinx (1966). 

My project started its life as an idea for  
a mould of  an object that never existed,  
taking inspiration from James’s original 
design for ‘Artichoke House’ and from the 
mould-making technique James employed 
as the principle construction method in the 
building of  his monumental concrete forms 
at Las Pozas, Mexico. I developed a series 
of  drawings playing on the idea that James’s 
design for ‘Artichoke House’ could be seen  
as the mould by which Las Pozas, James’s  
most successful surrealist venture, was cast.  

James initiated his ventures into the realm  
of  Surrealist architecture with the overhaul  
of  his home, Monkton House. Originally built 
by Edwin Lutyens for Edward’s father, William, 
in 1902, as a hunting lodge on the West Dean 
Estate, Monkton House was transformed  
by James into a Surrealist hermitage. 

Alongside an old framed photograph  
of  Monkton House at West Dean, you  
find ‘Artichoke House’. More specifically,  
an idea rendered in pencil and watercolour  
of  what ‘Artichoke House’ might have  
been had James’s vision for the pavilion  
been realised. Plans for the pavilion, designed 
to resemble a giant globe artichoke, were 
conceived by James and developed with 
Christopher Nicholson and Sir Hugh Casson  
in 1936 as a gallery to house a sample of  
James’s collection of  Surrealist paintings.

I



House’ never made that shift from 2D image 
to 3D object allowed me the freedom to 
re-imagine a present context for Artichoke 
House, drawn from a past life. 

Less grandiose in its appearance than James’s 
design, resting on its side, Artichoke House 
2014 appears to sink into the ground like an 
abandoned geodesic Dome. Its lopsided profile 

suggests the ephemeral nature of  built things, 
destined like James’s concrete structures in the 
Mexican jungle to fall into ruin or perhaps more 
purposely like Robert Smithson’s monuments 
of  Passaic New Jersey, to rise into ruin and 
become engulfed by the environment that 
cradles it, leaving in its absence a collage  
of  images for a future overwhelmed by nature. 

Originally intended by James as a vessel 
to support images of  the surreal, Artichoke 
House 2014 and its camera obscura, supports 
a different kind of  image, one that alludes to 
the past, relative to its specific location, but is 
always operating in a reversed present. Born 
from this optical somersault, Artichoke House 
becomes an inhabitable eye through which the 
visual double exposure of  past and present can 
be reinterpreted. This dynamic image within 

the object completes a type 
of  organic loop from image 
to object and back again. 
The surface of  the object 
becomes a platform for the 
development of  new images 
that in turn will form new 
objects of  inevitable decay. 

Artichoke House 2014 appears 
to sink into the ground like an 

abandoned geodesic Dome.

On your next visit to the gardens, make a point to see this 
amazing structure and view the world through a different 
lens of the camera obscura.

   



     

est Dean College is internationally recognised for conservation 
and creative arts. Underpinning it is the vision of  our founder and 
surrealist patron Edward James, connecting today’s students and 

visitors with a rich heritage of  arts, crafts and creativity.

Originally a private estate, Edward James conveyed his Grade II* listed family 
mansion, art collection and estate into a charitable trust in 1964 to ensure  
that traditional craft practices would not be lost. Today, West Dean students 
are among the most sought after in their field and regularly go on to work  
on some of  the world’s most prestigious collections, or develop their own 
private art or conservation practices.

To nurture the artists and conservators of  the future  
and to preserve this beautiful estate, The Edward 
James Foundation relies on the generosity of  individuals  
and organisations to help deliver our charitable aims.

Every penny you spend at West Dean, on a short 
course, in our shop or restaurant, as a Friend or  
as a gift to support our work, helps to keep West  
Dean open and preserve it for future generations.  
Thank you for your support.

If you would like to become more involved  
or learn more about our fundraising activities,  
we’d love to talk to you. Whatever your interest,  
please don’t hesitate to contact the Friends  
Office on 01243 818256. Your call will be  
warmly welcomed.

ABOUT THE

Edward James 
Foundation 
 W



I’m not an artist!
BBC PRODUCER GILL TIERNEY TELLS US:



t felt pretentious and impossibly 
ambitious to think that I might 
produce a piece of  work in only a 

week but I was ready for a challenge so signed 
up for “Sculpting the Human Figure (in Clay)”, 
taught by professional sculptor, Ian Edwards.  

As a producer at the BBC being creative  
is my job. But throughout my working life  
I use my head not my hands. Would creativity 
flow from my fingertips into the clay to 
produce a mini-masterpiece? 

Day one – the signs are not 
promising
There are five students in my class, representing 
a mixed-bag of  skills, ages and life experiences. 
Fortunately, there is one other beginner like 
me. There is a life model perched on a plinth 
in the centre of  the room. Our tutor bends 
her into an impossible position. She is kneeling, 
back arched, with one hand raised and the 
other behind her, holding her ankle. It looks 
uncomfortable but she seems happy.  

Our pieces will be about 30cm high. Firstly, 
we make an armature – the metal frame that 
forms the skeleton around which the clay will  
be packed – bending aluminium rods to mimic 
the model’s pose; the tilt of  her head, the curve 
of  her spine and her outstretched limbs. 

Before long each of  us has a slab of  grey clay 
which we tear into manageable pieces to cover 

the armature. By the end of a rewarding first 
day we have created something with rough 
human proportions. 

Day Two – this is no holiday
At this week’s Summer School there 
are about 150 students doing painting, 

jewellery-making, stained glass, print-making 
and textiles. The atmosphere is friendly and  

it’s easy to meet people but this is no holiday, 
the amateur artists of  Middle England are intent 
on making the most of  their time here. 

Today, we begin to shape and mould the piece. 
The atmosphere is relaxed but quiet as we add 

clay then carve it away, add more clay and carve 
it away again. Thus we continue hoping to fashion 
from this base muscle, flesh and even hair.

It surprises me that so much concentration is 
involved and it induces that “good tired” feeling 
at the end of the day. The rhythm of the work 
is broken by the occasional sharing of  tips and 
techniques. There are frustrations and eureka 
moments but the joy of  clay is that it can be 
reworked again and again. There’s no such thing 
as a total disaster, only an opportunity to learn. 

As the week goes on, our small 
team bonds
In the studio, the tutor talks about the nature 
of  creativity and, as we temporarily park our 
British reserve, the discussions go deeper.  
We have plenty of  fun, but this feels like a 
precious opportunity. It occurs to me that this 
is the first time for many years that I have done 
something just for me and gradually feelings  
of  guilty self-indulgence are replaced by a kind 
of  quiet euphoria. 

And then, as suddenly as it began, 
it is over 
By the end of my week’s Summer School,  
I have made new friends and have something 
to show for my efforts, exceeding all my 
expectations. I feel refreshed, invigorated and 
inspired. Impossible as it seems, I have fashioned 
a statuette of  which I can be proud. And I am 
not alone. Every student has a piece of  work 
to share and as we emerge from our creative 
cocoons and tour the exhibitions staged by  
each classes, I marvel at the skill on display. 

Photo left: Ian Edwards, 

professional sculptor 

and tutor at West Dean 

College, creates a figure 

from clay.

I’m not an artist. That was what I told myself  when  
I enrolled at West Dean College Summer School last August. 

Would creativity flow from  
my fingertips into the clay to 
produce a mini-masterpiece? 

Inspired to  
join a summer 
short course? 
See our website 
for more details. 
westdean.org.uk/
study
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THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN OF THE WALLED GARDEN

a growing history 
under glass
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Photo left: The Mid-

Season and Early Vinery 

glasshouse in the early 

1900s.  

Insert: The original Foster 

& Pearson mechanism in 

the refurbished Seasonal 

Display House.

Delve a little deeper into West Dean’s extraordinary 
collection of  glasshouses and you’ll find they have more 
than a well-turned ankle to reveal about Victorian life  
at ‘the big house’. Here’s a taster, just for Friends.

From sweetly succulent Muscat 
grapes, to richly-hued aubergines... 
the gardens provided. 

A kingdom of glass;  
the lasting vision  
of William James 
Whether by foresight  
or fortune, William James 
made the smart decision to 
commission his glasshouses 
from Foster & Pearson;  
a manufacturer whose client 
list read like a who’s who  
of  late Victorian high society 
– and even included Queen  
Victoria herself. 

The quality of  materials (mainly Archangel 
pine), the craftsmanship and the attention  
to detail employed by Foster & Pearson  
(right down to the easy-to-open brass latches 
designed for hands laden with gardening tools) 
help to explain why West Dean’s glasshouses 
have survived to this day, all be it in a time-
worn and weather beaten state. 

Inside these glass wonders, gardeners could 
– for the first time ever - create almost any 
climatic condition using valves and vents to 
adjust the temperature, and evaporating pans, 
placed on the cast iron hot water pipes to 
provide humidity.

Now, after years of  providing for West Dean, 
these glasshouses need us to return the favour.

n October 2014 we launched our 
Glasshouse Appeal to help preserve 
the jewel in the crown of  our  

walled kitchen garden; a very big thank you  
to every Friend who’s been moved to donate.
Your gifts are already hard at work, helping 
to restore this wonderful collection of  
glasshouses to their former glory; a vital 
endeavour, especially as West Dean’s 
glasshouses have so much to tell us about 
the social history of  the estate – aubergines, 
orchids, the Artichoke House and all.

Pleasure and plenty; the heyday 
of the walled kitchen garden
As our archive reveals, it was William Dodge 
James, father of  our founder Edward James, 
who commissioned an extension to the 
impressive range of  glasshouses for West 
Dean’s walled kitchen garden, during the 
period 1891–1900.

William and his wife, Evelyn moved in 
glamorous circles, counting HRH the Prince 
of  Wales (later King Edward VII) among 
their friends. As millionaire socialites they 
entertained on a lavish scale; something that 
required a year-round supply of  edible and 
decorative fare, all grown to perfect ripeness 
and worthy of  display.

From sweetly succulent Muscat grapes 
(so loved by the Victorians) to richly-hued 
aubergines, prized for shooting party dinners, 
the big house demanded – and the gardens 
provided. 

It took 11 gardeners to keep pace  
with production when the James’s were  
in residence, plus the Head Gardener, not to 
mention mountains of  manure and trainloads 
of  coal. And the beating heart of  all this activity 
were West Dean’s magnificent glasshouses.

I



A labour of love; rebooting  
the engine room
Despite these influences, it was during 
Edward’s time at the helm that the kitchen 
garden at West Dean began its slide into 
genteel decline. 

This was the fate of  many large country 
house kitchen gardens in the first three 
quarters of  the twentieth century as garden 
boys and journeyman gardeners were called  
up to fight in the First World War never 
to return. Then the Second World War 
effectively put an end to what was left of   
the ‘horticultural Oxbridge’ once represented 
by the walled kitchen garden. 

For West Dean however, that wasn’t  
the end of  it. In 1987, the BBC’s 13-part 
television series, The Victorian Kitchen Garden, 
re-enlivened public interest – and also caught 
the eye of  Sarah Wain and Jim Buckland, the 
husband-and-wife team who would come  
to West Dean four years later to take on  
the formidable task of  returning our gardens  
to a state of  glory. 

Fruitful wanderings; feeding  
the poetic imagination
When William James died in 1912, West Dean 
was left in Trust to his four-year-old son, Edward 
James, who would inherit the estate at age 25. 

While the lasting influence of  his childhood 
wanderings in the gardens is hard to determine, 
we do know that Edward – a writer, patron 
and collaborator of  surrealist art - adored 
orchids and that he left a trail of  horticultural 
references in his own creative output.

In his novel, The Gardener Who Saw God 
(1937), Edward writes about a young head 
gardener transformed by a visionary experience, 
while his idea for an Artichoke House pavilion, 
co-conceived with leading British architect, 
Christopher Nicholson, recently came to 
fruition in a bold re-interpretation by George 
Charman, (see page 6).

The Second World War effectively 
put an end to what was left of 
the ‘horticultural Oxbridge’.  

Photo above:  

Grape vines in the Mid-

Season and Early Vinery 

glasshouse.  

Inserts: The glasshouses had 

suffered much deterioration 

from time and the elements. 
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Our 
glasshouse 
appeal
Preserving a  
precious legacy

As Head Gardeners, Jim and Sarah have 
shown great passion, skill, leadership and 
determination to restore the walled kitchen 
garden in a way that respects its historic 
layout and character.

In the 13 glasshouses, they have created  
26 growing environments that nod 
respectfully to the old (with the dessert 
grapes, melons, cucumbers and figs so loved 
by the Victorians) while embracing the new 
(with their red hot collection of  chillies).

While some glasshouses have already been 
restored, our late vinery, nectarine and fig 
houses are now in need of urgent repair. And 
whilst we have already raised a significant sum 
we’re still well short of our fundraising target – 
with around £40,000 needed for this next phase 
of refurbishment – if  we are to preserve all our 
glasshouses for another century. 

Could you become part of this 
remarkable history by helping us 
again today? 

To make a gift to our Glasshouse 
Appeal, please call the Friends 
Office on 01243 818256 or 
donate securely online at 
westdean.org.uk/appeal 

£25 from every reader would 
take us almost to our target, but 
whatever you can give will help 
us preserve these important 
glasshouses so that you, your 
children and grandchildren can 
continue to enjoy them. Thank 
you so much for your support.



We will create a much more 
interesting series of glades and 

spaces in which to admire the trees.

THE SLEEPING BEAUTY OF WEST DEAN GARDENS  

St Roche’s 
Arboretum

JIM BUCKLAND, WEST DEAN GARDENS  
MANAGER, REVEALS ITS SECRETS
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The history of  the arboretum is one of  steady 
development; from its inception in the 1830s, through 
to the middle of  the twentieth-century, with a peak of  
activity in the decades of  William James’s residence.

t was a particular favourite of  our 
founder, Edward James, and it was 
his express wish that he should be 

buried in one of  its sylvan glades surrounded 
by the stately arboreal giants that he so loved. 

Nature’s housekeeping
However, like all such private domains in the  
UK, the second half  of the 20th century saw a 
decline in its fortunes brought about by economic 
and physical storms, with the latter reaching  
a peak with the Great Storm of 1987. This felled 
many of the largest and oldest trees and severely 
disturbed the understorey and herb layer;  
a disruption that the site is only now recovering 
from. With the benefit of hindsight it also did  
a lot of good by clearing, albeit in a dramatically 
brutal fashion, many aging and ailing trees and 
opening up some attractive spaces within a site 
that had become somewhat overgrown.

It is fair to say that for the first 15 years  
of  my time as Gardens Manager our approach 
to the arboretum was one of  benign neglect. 
A policy principally driven by the need to focus 
on all of  the major redevelopment works that 
needed addressing within the more publicly 
accessible areas of  the walled garden and 
ornamental grounds. 

Probably the most positive change we made 
in that period was to discontinue the weekly 
mowing of  all the grassed areas and to adopt 
a policy of  managing the herb sward as wild 
flower meadow with mown access paths. 
This encouraged the many native species 
suppressed by the regular mowing regime. 

This has been immensely successful and there 
is now much of floristic interest from late winter 
through to when the “hay” is removed in July; with 
a peak in June with the great swathes of Ox Eye 
Daisies in the upper meadows. The most negative 
outcome was that the shrub layer, consisting 
principally of common laurel and Rhododendron 

ponticum, grew rapidly and exorbitantly, closing 
down spaces, obstructing paths and obscuring  
the trees. A good demonstration of the need  
for constant intervention to maintain the status 
quo when dealing with vegetation!

Over the last decade, especially in the  
last three years, we have devoted more time 
to addressing these underlying management 
problems and are now making a significant 
impact on the look and feel of  the site. 

Can’t see the wood for the trees
By a process of  initially judicious removal of  
blocks of  laurel in the arboretum entrance 
to create a much more open and welcoming 
visitor experience, we have come to the 
conclusion that we will roll out this policy  
of  laurel removal throughout the site. 

This will allow us to see “the wood for the 
trees” or perhaps more accurately the trees for 
the shrubs, create a much more interesting series 
of glades and spaces in which to admire the trees 
and enjoy the play of light and shade created by 
them, whilst also creating more areas for new 
tree planting. In general we will retain the central 
spine of Rhododendron along the bottom of   
the valley as a contrast to the more open areas 
but manage it by a rolling programme of pruning 
to keep it within defined bounds.

The above, combined with new tree and 
Rhododendron plantings, bulb planting and  
the reseeding of  cleared areas with wild flower 
mixes, will combine to make the arboretum 
an equally attractive feature as the rest of  the 
gardens. All it needs now is for you, our garden 
visitors, to start enjoying this lovely sylvan 
retreat. So, make a New Year’s resolution to 
visit and then encourage all your friends to take 
what is one of  the nicest, easy, two mile walks 
in West Sussex. Just follow the orange marker 
posts that start at the end of the double holly 
hedge that leads from the gardens into the Park.

Photo opposite: The wild 

flower meadow in the 

arboretum; Below: Edward 

James is laid to rest here 

with a simple gravestone.
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oming from an art 
history background, 
Victoria Bullard-

Smith had no metalworking 
experience when she first 
came to West Dean College. 
She is currently studying a 
Postgraduate Diploma in 
Conservation of  Metalwork. 
We asked her to tell us about  
a project that has made an 
impact on her as a conservator.

Straight to work
“Our very first project as newly-
arrived graduates was to design, 
create and then conserve a 
functioning steel padlock. It had 
to be partly historical and partly 
our own design, so I turned 
to Persian animal locks as 
well as the contemporary 
artist, Harriet Mead. This 

was the first of  
many projects 

in the first year that involved 
researching the history of  a 
technique or object and creating 
something inspired by it.

To my tutor’s surprise at my 
ambition, I announced that I was 
going to make a squid-inspired 
padlock, and to my surprise I was 
encouraged to go ahead with it! 
We spent a week in the forge 
using traditional blacksmithing 
techniques to make the hasp 
(a slotted hinged metal plate) 
and various other parts before 
moving back to the workshop 
and turning to silversmithing, 
lathe work and MIG welding – 
none of which I’d done before – 
to finish the body of  the lock. 

Destruction and 
Conservation
We had known all along that  
the finished locks would be 
taken from us, dunked in 
hydrochloric acid, electrolytically 
pitted, soaked in salt water  
(not the ideal environment even 
for my squid) and left outside 
over the Christmas vacation  
to corrode. Even so, it was still 
a shock to come back in January 
to find that they were little more 
than hunks of  rust. 

We researched and decided 
on conservation treatments 

for our own locks, 
creating token boards 
of  various techniques 
to refer to. Treatments 

involved desalination to  
remove the chloride ions which, 
if  left, would promote further 
degradation and then removal  
of  corrosion from the surface. 
The original surface of  my lock 
had been a dark, fire scale finish 
and I decided to try to return 
to that, so I used tannic acid, 
which turns the corrosion a dark 
bluish-black colour. After multiple 
treatments, both chemical and 
mechanical, the surface was 
waxed to protect it and the 
tentacles, where they had been 
pitted, had a wonderful ‘squiddy’ 
look to them, which I preferred 
to the original forged surface. 

The full story
It was a particularly rewarding 
experience to see the object 
through from its design and 
creation to its destruction and 
eventual conservation. This was 
a pretty unique chance for us as 
conservators because it is so rare 
to know exactly how an object 
was put together and what forces 
will come into play when it comes 
to the conservation process.  
This is just a snapshot of what 
goes on in the metals department, 
where we continue to be inspired 
by the endless variety of making 
and conservation projects which 
regularly arrive on our benches.”

 Make it, break it,  
fix it METALWORK CONSERVATION  

AT WEST DEAN COLLEGE

westdean.org.uk/study
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helma’s a star”, comments Jan,  
a fellow volunteer; “Whatever the 
weather she comes once a week 

and, if  for some reason she misses her day, she 
arranges another time to come and help out.” 

Having trained as a teacher, studied 
horticulture and taught rural science for many 
years, Thelma certainly has a lot to offer.  
On a typical day, she arrives at 9.20am and 
stays until 2.30pm when she has a cup of  tea 
with the gardens team before heading home. 

Her love of gardening shines
The companionship and camaraderie of  
volunteering is clearly very important to 
Thelma, who now lives alone. The team spirit 
between the staff  and volunteers makes her 
feel like they are one big family. Even on her 
80th birthday she couldn’t stay away and 
celebrated with her fellow volunteers and 
friends by having a picnic out in the gardens.

Being able to work within West Dean’s original 
Victorian glasshouses is a real motivator for 
Thelma. She was keen to broaden her gardening 
experience and learn about cultivation inside 
and out of the glasshouses. Nine years on, she 
says she’s in awe of the work undertaken by our 
Head Gardeners, Jim Buckland and Sarah Wain, 
to bring our glasshouses back from dereliction – 

an ongoing endeavour, which you can read about 
on page 12.

Thelma’s  love of  gardening shines through  
in all she does and says. She is still learning  
new techniques and methods under  
the expert tutelage of  Jim and Sarah  
who willingly share their lifetime of   
knowledge with all volunteers.

The result is a beautifully tended  
garden that continues to delight and  
inspire its visitors all year round. 

Thelma enthuses that there is something  
special about each season in West Deans’  
gardens: “In autumn, the sunlight on the ‘hot  
border’ shows off  the colours and in spring  
there are thousands of  bulbs that push up  
through the soil, reminding me of  time spent 
planting the snowdrop bulbs. Plus the light  
is truly magical – all year round.”

Thelma also maintains a garden at  
home which, she admits sometimes gets  
neglected. ‘It is definitely not up to  
West Dean standards!’ she says.

Photo right: Thelma Jack 
plants cabbage seeds. 
These plants will be part 
of  a display of  cabbage 
varieties in the Gardens  
in 2016.

Thelma Jack, a keen gardener and horticulturist, is one 
of  over 30 volunteers at West Dean Gardens. She has 
been helping out for over nine years and her dedication 
is noted by all those around her.

garden volunteer
DISCOVER MORE ABOUT LIFE AS A 

westdeangardens.org.uk
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A year at  
      West Dean
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Take this quick journey through a year at 
West Dean and start planning your visits.

January
The gardens are closed to visitors but 
the team are working furiously behind 
the scenes to prepare for Spring. The 
College is quiet too while postgraduate 
conservation students begin their six-
week work placements in a wide variety 
of prestigious institutions. 

February
The gardens reopen and when other 
plant life has yet to show new growth, 
our bulbs are a joy to behold. Each 
year the gardens team plant thousands 
of  them – a whopping 20,000 last year. 
In the College, Chalk and Clay week 
offers you the chance to investigate  
the diversity of  these earth materials  
in your art. A few places still available 
for January readers!

March
The ground is prepared in the kitchen 
garden for the first outdoor crops. 
Soft fruits are mulched with compost 
and the first salads are planted in the 
vegetable frame and main beds. Short 
courses this month range from ‘drawing 
with mindfulness’ to ‘making musical 
instruments’ and the workshops are 
thronging with artists and makers at  
all levels of  experience. 

April
The garden is busy; potatoes, shallots 
and onions are planted in the kitchen 
garden and early crops like lettuce, 
carrots, beetroot, peas and broad beans 
are approaching harvest. The Scholarship 
Committee consider applications for 
scholarships and bursaries for 2016/17 
degree and diploma students.

May
The apple trees are in full bloom and 
the cowslips are dancing in the wild 

flower swards. Inside the glasshouses, 
grapes, peaches and nectarines are tied 
in and the first sowing of melons and 
cucumbers are thriving. House Opening 
takes place during the first Bank Holiday 
weekend – come and learn more about 
conservation with examples from the 
collection here at West Dean.

June
The pergola is hidden under climbing 
roses and clematis. Chillies, aubergines 
and tomatoes are in residence under glass 
and the kitchen garden is groaning under 
the weight of peas and beans. The Design 
and Craft Fair takes place this month with 
plenty of opportunities to shop from 
expert designers and makers or delve into 
a new subject area in the creative hub.

July
The cutting garden is in full flower – 
dahlias are colouring-up, agapanthus 
are swaying and zinnias are zinging. The 
gardens team are furiously weeding to 
keep the borders under control and 
thinning out grapes, to allow them to 
swell evenly and avoid disease. College 
students prepare for exhibition week, the 
annual prize-giving and their graduation 
ceremony. It’s the chance for them 
to show their year’s work to funders, 
potential employers and proud parents.

August
Floristic borders and climbers are being 
dead-headed, tied-in and staked so they 
continue to look their best. Summer 
fruit trees are pruned to help form fruit 
bearing spurs and re-shape in trained 
lines. Summer School season is in full 
swing with work on display all around 
the college. The entire estate gears up 
for three days of  the award-winning 
Chilli Fiesta; we’ll host almost a third of  
our annual visitors over one weekend.

September
The apples are colouring in the orchard 
and they’ll soon appear in crates for 
purchase outside the Gardens Shop. 
The light changes in the garden and 
everything takes on new character. 
Degree and Diploma tutors are 
preparing to welcome new students 
for the forth-coming academic year.

October
Clean-up starts in the glasshouses as  
old plants are ditched to make room  
for over wintering crops such as ferns 
and palms. Join us for the Apple Affair 
and then Halloween – a last hurrah  
in the gardens as the flowers start  
to fade. The academic year starts for 
conservation and visual arts students 
and they create a welcome hubbub 
around the estate.  

November
It’s housekeeping time in the gardens. 
Glasshouses are thoroughly scrubbed 
down and terracotta pots have their 
annual wash to rid pests. Volunteers 
are a great asset to the ‘big border 
clean-up’. Have you signed up for  
a Christmas themed short course? 
There might still be a place available  
if  you hurry! 

December
Now’s the time to clear herbaceous 
growth in preparation for the new  
year bulb bonanza and trim the  
topiary shapes for you to admire  
during your winter walks. The house  
is decorated for Christmas and we 
hope you’ll join us in the Oak Hall  
to sing Christmas carols around the 
tree, warmed by a roaring fire and  
a glass of  mulled wine.



t felt like coming 
home,” explains 
Jenny, who grew up 

in the 1960s surrounded by 
the nurseries of  her father’s 
horticultural business. “I couldn’t 
believe it when I first saw the 
walled garden and the Victorian 
glasshouses; it took me back  
to being a child again.” 

Given this, it’s no wonder 
Jenny has an enduring love  
of  gardening and a passion for 
flowers. West Dean has inspired 
her to create her own walled 
garden at home – her very  
own paradise. In Old Persian  
the word ‘paradise’ means 
‘walled garden’ “…and at West 
Dean it certainly is a paradise”. 

Jenny loves this display of  
nature at its very best, which 
she believes is wrapped in an 
incredible and healing presence 
of  calm and wonder: “Spring at 
West Dean Gardens is something 
to be marvelled at, summer  
is like heaven and in winter  
it’s a relief  to be outdoors!” 

The ephemeral colours of  
the flowers and trees provide 
an ever-changing beauty across 
the gardens, highlighted by the 
winterbourne River Lavant 
running through. Against a 
breath-taking backdrop of  the 
South Downs, complete with 
bleating sheep and birdsong, the 
gardens provide an opportunity 
to walk at all times of  the year.

It’s been 10 years since Jenny 
first visited and she continues 
to walk here at least once a 

week, saying it leaves her feeling 
uplifted, refreshed and full of  
hope. On the first Thursday  
of  each month Jenny hosts  
an informal walk for Friends  
of  West Dean. While walking, 
the group discuss the plants they 
see and share ideas and advice 
for their own gardens, forming 
friendships along the way. Over 
the four years since Jenny began 
these walks, she hasn’t missed  
a month, walking in all weathers, 
with the most extreme being  
-6 ºC and one year it rained 
every single month! 

Whilst the walled garden 
is stunning, Jenny thinks the 
arboretum walk is one of   
the wonders of  the world. 
“Once you’ve reached the 
top you can see for miles in 
every direction, which is just 
spectacular.” West Dean is  
truly embedded in Jenny’s heart.

The ephemeral colours 
of the flowers and trees 
provide an ever-changing 

beauty across the gardens.

Jenny’s walks are 11am on the first Thursday of each month 
(except January). Meet for coffee at the Gardens Restaurant 
at 10.30am. There is no need to book in advance, as it’s very 
informal and sociable.

Photo below:  

Jenny Stewart,  

a long term Friend 

and supporter 

of  West Dean 

Gardens. 

westdeangardens.org.uk

THROUGH WEST DEAN GARDENS

Join Jenny on a walk
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Did you know... 
You can hire our state rooms 

for private dinners or book 

B&B in our well-appointed 

guest bedrooms.

See westdeanvenues.org.uk  

or call 01243 818200

Always bring your membership card  with you.
Give us your email address to ensure you receive your regular eNewsletters.

Practical tips to help you make the 

most of  your Friend membership

Join us at your exclusive Friend events and  

experience the variety of West Dean. Book  

in advance to secure your place.

Display your car sticker to enable you to benefit  

from priority parking on some event days. If you  

need another car sticker, pick one up from the  

Gardens shop on your next visit.

COLLEGE FRIENDS ONLY

• Pop in for an evening drink at the Steward’s Bar – 

remember to show your membership card.

• Join us for lunch or dinner in the  

College Dining Room.

• Remember advance  

booking is essential  

call 01243 818200. Stock up 

On your art and craft materials  

at the Craft Shop in the College.

Craft shop open every day 

8.30am – 2pm to College Friends.

Take a break in your dedicated Friends area on event days – we’ll look forward to seeing you there.
Share your love of West Dean and take advantage of our “bring a friend for free” days.



Preserve West Dean 
by leaving a gift in your Will

Your gift in your Will helps to 
preserve the beauty and inspiration 
of this special place and ensure its 
survival for future generations.
The West Dean you know today is the extraordinary 
legacy of Edward James. Determined to inspire a future 
generation of artists and conservators, he created the 
Edward James Foundation which has preserved this estate 
for the last fifty years.
For more information about leaving a gift in your  
will, please email friends@westdean.org.uk or call  
us on 01243 818256.
westdean.org.uk/donate

more


